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Abstract
Little is known about endogenous systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) plasma DNA even though it is the presumed precursor of DNA-containing immune complexes, thought to play a central role in lupus glomerulonephritis. DNA purified from SLE plasma formed discrete bands, corresponding to sizes of about 150–200, 400, 600, and 800 bp, closely resembling the characteristic 200 bp “ladder” found with oligonucleosomal (ON) DNA. By radiolabeling DNA while in whole plasma, the very small amounts present could be further characterized. All of 24 such specimens formed two or more discrete bands on 6% PAGE. Detergent treatment of plasma resulted in a DNA migration pattern similar to that of purified DNA, suggesting disruption of DNA-protein complexes. DNA purified from authentic ON and detergent-treated ON behaved similarly. A significant portion of DNA, labeled in SLE plasma could be specifically immunoprecipitated with monoclonal antihistone antibody as was the case with ON. These immunoprecipitates, when redissolved, exhibited the expected size distribution upon PAGE. It is concluded that DNA in SLE plasma occurs as a series of multimeric complexes, at least a portion of which is noncovalently bound to histone. These results are consistent with an ON-like structure for SLE plasma DNA as had been suggested by theoretical considerations and may have important implications for its immunologic behavior in SLE and perhaps other disorders. (J. Clin. Invest. 1990. 86:69–74.) Key words: nucleosome • immune complexes • autoimmunity • glomerulonephritis • apoptosis

Introduction
DNA-containing immune complexes are believed to have a central causal role in lupus glomerulonephritis (1). The proximate source of the DNA component of these complexes, presumed to be plasma DNA, has been difficult to study, in part because of the low concentrations present in most SLE specimens (2–4).

Previous studies have shown SLE plasma DNA to be of low molecular weight, largely double-stranded, but with single-stranded regions, and to contain nucleotide base sequences most or all of which are present in the human genome (3–6).

The present results indicate that DNA in SLE plasma exhibits structural characteristics similar to those of oligonucleosomes as would be consistent with its having been derived from these macromolecular complexes with retention of some of their structural features. Such an oligonucleosomal (ON)-like structure might have important implications for its apparent role in SLE, particularly with regard to its immunologic behavior and to its cellular origins.

Methods
Patients and plasma specimens: Patients with SLE were selected for having persistently circulating immunoprecipitable dsDNA associated with active systemic vasculitis and/or CNS involvement as described (7). All fulfilled American Rheumatism Association diagnostic criteria for SLE (8). Plasma was handled as previously described (7) and stored below ~20°C. Storage of these EDTA-containing specimens had no discernable effect on the results obtained. Plasma specimens were inactivated at 56°C for 30 min and dialyzed overnight in 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0 (TE). Omission of heat inactivation did not alter the results. Plasma DNA concentrations were between 20 and 300 ng/ml (9). None exhibited increased anti-dsDNA (10), as has generally been found to be the case in such patients (7).

DNA and oligonucleosomes: Plasma DNA was purified by a modification of a previous method that was not size selective and gave 30–80% recovery (4). Plasma, 100 μl, was made 0.1 M in Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 20 mM in EDTA, 1 M in sodium perchlorate, and 1% in SDS. Proteinase K (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO), 100 μg/ml, was then added and the mixture incubated at 37°C for 2 h. It was then extracted sequentially, as described elsewhere (11), with phenol, phenol-chloroform and chloroform, precipitated with ethanol and dissolved in 50 μl of TE. Human placental DNA (Sigma Chemical Co.) was denatured at 0.5 mg/ml in TE by boiling for 10 min followed by rapid cooling. DNase digestion of radiolabeled plasma or ON was with DNase I, 50 μg/ml, at 37°C for 30 min. In controls, the DNase I was heat inactivated at 100°C for 10 min. ON were prepared from chick erythrocytes (Whittaker Bioproducts, Walkersville, MD), by digestion of nuclei with micrococcal nuclease and stored at ~20°C in the presence of phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride as a protease inhibitor (12). Anti-DNA reactions were carried out with antisera obtained from three patients with SLE, and were all capable of precipitating dsDNA (9). 10 μl of ON or DNA in plasma were incubated with 20 μl of antiserum at 37°C for 30 min and then at 4°C for 1 h, followed by centrifugation at 13,600 g for 15 min. 20 μl of supernatant, treated as before with SDS, were then examined by PAGE. Controls employed antiserum that had been absorbed with 25 μg/ml each of native and heat-denatured human placental DNA at 37°C for 30 min and 4°C overnight.

Radio labeling and PAGE. Purified DNA was radiolabeled by nick-translation as described elsewhere (11), using [α-32P]dCTP from New...
England Nuclear (Boston, MA), 2-3,000 Ci/mM. DNA in diarylized plasma and in ON was labeled in exactly the same manner except that DNAase digestion could be omitted for plasma, apparently because it is sufficiently nicked in vivo. PAGE was on 6% polyacrylamide in 89 mM Tris, 89 mM boric acid, 2 mM EDTA, pH 8.0 (TBE) (11). In a typical experiment, each sample lane contained the DNA derived from 10 μl original plasma. DNA size standards consisted of a Hae III digest of phi-X DNA (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA). Radiolabeling of standards was either by nick translation or by 5'-end-labeling (11). Where indicated, labeled specimens were treated with 1% SDS for > 10 min at 20°C. Each sample lane contained 10 μl of a 100-μl labeling reaction mixture containing 80 μl of plasma or ON. Autoradiography was at 4°C on Kodak X-Omat AR film (Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, NY). Exposure times were varied to allow optimum resolution of bands so that band intensities are not necessarily comparable among different experiments.

Experiments to examine the mobilities of plasma DNA bands upon re-electrophoresis were done after electrophoresis of individual excised bands as described elsewhere (11). The eluate was then concentrated by vacuum dialysis using collodion bags (Schleicher and Schuell, Inc., Keene, NH), following the directions of the supplier.

Antihistone experiments: A monoclonal antihistone antibody reactive with a trypsin-sensitive epitope accessible in oligonucleosomes and, as control, a monoclonal antiacytetycholinesterase antibody of the same isotype (catalogue No. MAB052 and MAB304, respectively) were purchased from Chemicon International, Inc. (El Segundo, CA). The reactivity of the antihistone antibody with a trypsin-sensitive epitope on ON was confirmed in preliminary experiments where labeled ON were incubated at 37°C for 30 min with 10 or 100 μg/ml trypsin (Sigma) in the presence or absence of a twofold excess of soybean trypsin inhibitor (Sigma).

Antihistone precipitation experiments were performed on duplicate specimens of five SLE plasmas and an ON preparation. A mixture containing 10 μl of plasma containing labeled DNA (generally containing between 50,000 and 150,000 cpm) or nucleosomal DNA, 5 μl of either the monoclonal antihistone or the anticholinesterase control antibody, 5 μl of 0.15 M sodium chloride, 0.01 M sodium phosphate, pH 7.2 (PBS) and 1 μl of salmon sperm DNA (Sigma), 10 mg/ml in TE, was incubated at 37°C for 45 min. Then 5 μl of normal mouse serum (Sigma), diluted 1:5 in PBS was added and, after incubating at 37°C for 15 min, 15 μl of rabbit anti-lgG (Sigma), 2 mg/ml in PBS, was added followed by incubation at 37°C for 60 min and at 4°C overnight. The mixture was then centrifuged at 13,600 g for 15 min, the supernatant was removed, and the precipitate washed twice with 20 μl PBS. 50 μl of TE containing 1% SDS was then added to the washed precipitate and the mixture incubated at 100°C for 1 h during which it dissolved. The duplicate sets of specimens were then examined both by electrophoresis on 6% polyacrylamide in 1% SDS and TE and by TCA precipitation and counting in a scintillation counter (Packard Tri-Carb; model 300C) with a background of 29 cpm, which was subtracted from the resulting counts. An additional set of control experiments was performed using the same procedure and starting with the same five SLE plasmas and preparation of ON but with exogenous labeled DNA in place of labeled endogenous plasma DNA. This exogenous DNA consisted of electrophoretically purified 190-310 bp Hae III fragments of phi-X DNA that had been 5'-end-labeled to an approximate specific activity of 1.8 x 10^7 cpm/μg.

Results

DNA purified from SLE plasma exhibits multiple discrete size distributions. DNA, first purified from whole SLE plasma and then radiolabeled, generally demonstrated four bands on PAGE with sizes corresponding to ~ 150-200, 400, 600, and 800 bp (Fig. 1). With some specimens the separation between the 600- and 800-bp bands was indistinct so that the two blended together. Most or all of the radioactivity appeared to be associated with one of these bands. Small amounts of low molecular weight radioactivity were variably seen at the bottoms of some lanes and represented molecules ~ 50 bp long or less. Most of the radioactivity was usually in the 150-200-bp band with progressively less in each of the slower bands. All of 20 DNA specimens that were examined were similar.

DNA radiolabeled in plasma forms discrete bands on PAGE. PAGE of 24 DNA specimens labeled in whole plasma consistently revealed two prominent bands on autoradiography (Fig. 2 A). A slower, faint band was also frequently seen. Bands of other mobilities were also seen, but infrequently. Autoradiographic intensity was usually higher for the faster bands.

A variable amount of radioactivity failed to enter the gel. Treatment with SDS largely eliminated this but also changed the mobilities of the bands, as will be discussed. To confirm that the labeled material was in fact DNA, it was shown that, in a subgroup of specimens, digestion with DNAase I, but not inactivated DNAase I, eliminated the radioactive bands. Also, incubation with each of three different anti-dsDNA-containing antisera removed > 90% of the radioactivity from the gel. Prior absorption of the antisera with DNA abolished this activity.

The fastest DNA band in plasma, which also was the most intense, migrated more slowly than did the fastest band in the DNA extracted from plasma (Fig. 2 B), consistent with the interpretation that, in plasma, the migration of this DNA species had been retarded, presumably by binding to protein.

Purified DNA that had first been radiolabeled while in whole plasma and then extracted gave a banding pattern on PAGE similar to that of DNA labeled after extraction from plasma. Thus, each of the molecular species seen in DNA labeled after purification from plasma was accessible to the labeling reagents before extraction. Also, no molecular species was labeled in plasma that was not also labeled after extraction. To explore the effect of plasma protein binding on the gel mobility of DNA, an attempt was made to add purified, labeled plasma DNA back to unlabeled plasma. This resulted primarily in radioactive material that failed to enter the gel, presumably due to aggregates formed by nonspecific electro-
static interaction with plasma components. Incubation at 37°C for 30 min did not alter this. A similar result was obtained when purified plasma DNA was replaced by a labeled Hae III digest of phi-X DNA.

**SDS treatment.** Treatment of plasma with SDS resulted in a DNA banding pattern that was similar to that of DNA extracted from plasma (Fig. 2 C). This suggested that SDS treatment largely released plasma DNA from association with retarding molecules and allowed it to migrate in plasma essentially as free DNA. The mobility of uncomplexed control DNA, added to SDS-treated plasma, migrated no differently from DNA in buffer alone. SDS treatment gave more homogeneous DNA bands in plasma than were seen with purified DNA, probably because of damage during purification.

**Comparison with ON.** Radiolabeled ON behaved on PAGE as shown in Fig. 3 A. Attempts to examine the mobility of labeled ON added to plasma resulted in most or all of the added radiolabel failing to enter the gel and remaining as aggregates at the origin. In some experiments a faint band could be observed to enter the gel but this was not reproducible. This observation was similar to that made after addition of purified labeled DNA to plasma, just described, and is assumed also to be due to aggregation formation with plasma proteins. Replacing plasma with serum, incubation of plasma-ON mixtures at 37°C for as long as 16 h and predigestion of ON with trypsin all failed to alter this result. In buffer, ON gave a series of bands migrating more slowly than did DNA in plasma. Partial proteolysis with trypsin increased their mobility, but they still remained slower than DNA in plasma whose mobility was not consistently altered by trypsin. Treatment of ON with SDS resulted in DNA bands that migrated almost identically with bands of labeled, purified ON DNA and which exhibited the 200-bp ladder typical of ON (13). Thus, both the SDS-treated ON and their extracted DNA gave banding patterns that closely resembled those of plasma DNA.

**Studies of the isolated plasma DNA bands.** DNA purified from material recovered after electrophoresis (11) of the faster of the two major DNA bands in plasma showed it to be 150–200 bp in size. Similar experiments with the slower, fainter DNA band repeatedly failed to yield enough DNA for visualization. However, as seen in Fig. 3 B, treatment of the separately isolated fast and slow bands with SDS, followed by repeat electrophoresis, resulted in the fast band migrating at 150–200 bp, similar to its purified DNA. The slow plasma band yielded a major band at 400 bp and a faint band at 150–200 bp.

**Detection of histone bound to DNA in plasma.** In an attempt at direct identification of histones in the fast DNA band in plasma, the latter was examined, after electrophoresis, by autoradiography.
SDS-PAGE (12). Protein staining failed to reveal a typical histone banding pattern, although these would probably have been obscured by the large amount of plasma protein present.

In an alternate approach, five radiolabeled DNA-containing plasma specimens were immunoprecipitated with either a monoclonal antihistone or with a control monoclonal antibody. The antihistone-produced precipitates contained two- to eightfold more TCA-precipitable radioactivity (range 1.7–16% of the total TCA radioactivity in each specimen) than did the controls (Table I), a statistically significant difference (P < 0.05). As already noted, attempts to add labeled ON to plasma consistently yielded mainly large aggregates, preventing its use as a positive control. However, ON in buffer gave immunoprecipitation results similar to those seen with the plasma specimens.

Examination of the redissolved immunoprecipitates by electrophoresis (Fig. 4) demonstrated, in those that gave a visible signal, DNA bands corresponding in size to about 200 and 400 bp as expected whereas little or no autoradiographic signal was seen in the corresponding areas for control precipitates. In addition a faint DNA band, corresponding to ~ 50–100 bp was seen both in the plasma specimens and as well as in the preparation of ON. Finally, the absence of a visible 400-bp band in this preparation of ON suggested that it may have been partially degraded.

To examine the possibility that free histones, which might have been present in plasma, could have nonspecifically bound to labeled DNA thereby accounting for its precipitation by antihistone, another set of simultaneous control experiments was performed. Purified, radiolabeled DNA, ~ 200–300 bp long, was added to each of the same plasma and ON specimens, this time without radiolabeling the endogenous plasma-derived DNA so that all the radioactivity was contained in the added “naked” DNA. The specimens were then subjected to the same immunoprecipitation procedure. There was no significant difference (P > 0.5) between the radioactivity in the antihistone (mean = 909 cpm or 0.10% of the 866,180 cpm added) and control precipitates (mean = 794 cpm) so that nonspecific binding of DNA by free plasma histone is an unlikely explanation for plasma DNA precipitation by antihistone.

**Discussion**

The present data indicate that DNA purified from SLE plasma does not exist as a continuous distribution of size species as would be expected if it consisted of randomly fragmented DNA molecules. Instead, it occurs in a series of distinct size distributions whose gel mobilities are consistent with their being derived from multimeric molecules with a unit size of ~ 200 bp. The largest species clearly seen was ~ 800 bp, but small amounts of larger forms might not have been detected. These apparent multimers appear to account for most of the plasma DNA. The effects of SDS treatment and of immunoprecipitation suggest further that plasma DNA is complexed with protein that consists, at least in part, of histone.

Failure of antihistone to react with a higher proportion of plasma DNA could have resulted from either loss or inaccessibility of the trypsin-sensitive ON epitopes known to be reactive with the monoclonal antihistone antibody (14). This could have been due, for example, either to prior proteolysis or, alternatively, to blockage of the monoclonal antihistone by previously bound endogenous antihistones. Neither of these explanations was examined here.

These molecular characteristics of plasma DNA are similar to those of ON, the structural units of chromatin, where, in each monomer, bound histone partially protects about 200 bp of associated DNA from nuclelease digestion in vitro (13, 15). The consequence is that DNA extracted from partially nucleosome-digested chromatin exhibits a characteristic 200-bp “ladder” on electrophoresis. However, mononucleosome DNA can be further digested so that, after purification, additional molecules ranging in size from ~ 150–200 bp are seen. Also, several size species in the range of 50 to 110 bp have been reported (14–16). Thus, the observed size distribution of DNA

---

**Table I.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plasma specimen</th>
<th>TCA precipitable cpm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma 1</td>
<td>103,302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma 2</td>
<td>169,664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma 3</td>
<td>43,803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma 4</td>
<td>57,276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma 5</td>
<td>77,167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (±SD)</td>
<td>5,070 (±3,779)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>1.7 × 10^6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Radiolabeled plasma DNA after precipitation with antihistone (H) or anticholinesterase control (C) antibodies, after resolubilization at 100°C in SDS and separated on SDS-PAGE. Specimens 1–5 are derived from SLE plasmas and NS is from chick ON. The size markers are heat-denatured Hae III phi-X fragments. Lanes at the left edge of the gel are slightly distorted due to a drying artifact. In each antihistone precipitate a radioactive signal was visible on the original autoradiograph and exceeded in intensity the control signal which was generally not visible. These results were consistent with those obtained from determining the TCA-precipitable radioactivity by scintillation counting, shown in Table I.
purified from plasma is strikingly similar to that found for ON, both here and in the literature.

It is therefore concluded that the ON-like structure observed here for plasma DNA is consistent with its having been derived from cellular ON with at least partial retention of its structural features.

The electrophoretic behavior of DNA in the electroeluted fast and slow plasma bands following treatment with SDS suggests DNA contents consistent with ON-like monomers and dimers, respectively. However, this could be directly confirmed with purified DNA only for the fast band.

Whether the slow band in fact contains DNA molecules of \( \sim 400 \text{ bp} \) depends upon the assumption that SDS treatment of the complexes in the slow band results in DNA that migrates as free molecules, a likely but unproven assumption. It thus remains possible that the ON-like mobility of DNA in whole plasma is determined by binding to plasma proteins, although this seems unlikely since, as noted, that would leave unexplained the mobilities of DNA observed after SDS treatment of the isolated slow and fast bands. It is emphasized, however, that identification of specific DNA bands seen in whole plasma with specific nucleosome-related structures, a large number of which have been described (14–16), would be premature.

Even though it appears likely that the present data are explained by an ON-like structure of plasma DNA, it is appropriate to consider alternate explanations. Although non-histone, DNA-binding proteins are present in the nucleus (17) and could perhaps generate plasma DNA-protein complexes, they are present in much smaller amounts than histones and, further, cannot as readily explain the observed size distribution of the purified DNA. However, our current understanding of these proteins is still too rudimentary to eliminate this possibility with certainty. Similarly, neither plasma DNA binding proteins (18) nor bound anti-DNA antibodies, if present, could easily account for the observed plasma DNA size distribution. Although anti-dsDNA antibodies partially protect DNA from nucleases, the length protected is only about 40 bp (19). Moreover, these explanations would not account for the reactivity of plasma DNA with antihistone antibody. However, these considerations do not exclude the possibility that DNA present in plasma, even in the form of ON-like complexes as postulated, might form additional bonds, either specific or nonspecific, with other plasma molecules. In this regard, it is emphasized that most SLE plasma specimens exhibiting free DNA, as found here, and as has been our general experience, do not also contain free anti-dsDNA detectable by binding assays. However, the presence of bound antibody, undetectable in this way by virtue of excess dsDNA antigen, cannot be excluded by these data but, as noted, would seem unlikely to affect the present results.

Because the study patients were selected for having large amounts of plasma DNA in association with vasculitis or CNS involvement, the extent to which these results can be generalized is uncertain. However, several previous reports (3, 5, 20, 21) of DNA isolated from plasma of SLE patients who had apparently not been selected in this manner found it to be between 100 and 200 bp in size as is the case for the predominant species described here and thus supports the generality of these findings. In addition, one of these reports describes a 300-bp species of DNA from serum of one SLE patient (21). From the data presented it seems possible that this DNA species was the same as that considered to be \( \sim 400 \text{ bp} \) in the present study since the 8% polyacrylamide gel used there provided less precise size discrimination in this region than does the 6% gel used here. Failure in those studies to describe larger molecular species consistent with multimeric forms as described here could have resulted from other differences in technique. For example, the use here of nick-translation, which incorporates the radiolabel throughout the DNA molecule, would be expected to enhance sensitivity of detection of longer molecules relative to shorter ones, in contrast to methods that incorporate the radiolabel only at chain termini, as employed in at least one such study. Also, failure in the present study to recognize a 17.5-kb DNA molecule, as described in another report (22), cannot be attributed to omission of proteolysis as was suggested to explain that result. It was observed here, however, that, without SDS, much of the DNA was in aggregates too large to enter the gel, as was also reported in that study. However, this could have been due to the low ionic strength of the gel buffer. Nonetheless, the possibility that a small fraction of DNA of large size eluded detection in the present study cannot be excluded.

The significance of recognizing an ON-like structure for SLE plasma DNA is severalfold. First, it is consistent with other evidence suggesting that this DNA is largely or entirely derived from DNA in the human nucleus (4, 23), rather than from a non-genomically integrated viral agent, for example, as has been described in at least one other clinical state (24). Second, it has been proposed that autoimmunity in SLE results from an immunogen-driven mechanism, in contrast to a less specific mechanism such as polyclonal immune activation (25). One piece of evidence for this is the reported concordance, in individual patients, of antibodies directed at molecules that occur in nature as macromolecular complexes but that otherwise appear quite different structurally (25). Antibodies to histones and DNA have been reported to occur in such "linked sets," thus suggesting that a histone-DNA macromolecular complex, presumably ON derived, might act as their common autoimmunogen. The present finding that such an extracellular histone-DNA complex does in fact occur in vivo, in SLE plasma, and, in addition, that it possesses the spectrum of DNA sizes expected of an ON-like complex is consistent with such an immunogen-driven mechanism.

In a different context, the occurrence of SLE plasma DNA in ON-like complexes implies potential autoantibody-recognition of non-DNA components of the complex (13, 26), which could therefore contribute to DNA-containing immune complex formation independently of anti-DNA and which might merit further study. Similarly, positively charged sites known to be present on such non-DNA components of ON (15) could allow binding to negatively charged moieties in the glomerular basement membrane and mediate formation of DNA-antDNA immune complexes in situ as has been postulated to occur (1).

If SLE plasma DNA occurs in the form of a double supercoil of DNA tightly wound about a histone core, as is the case for ON (13, 15), consequent structural constraints might be expected to have an important influence, difficult to predict, on its reactivity with anti-DNA antibodies and on the behavior of immune complexes so formed, as for example, in complement activation or tissue deposition, that would require further investigation of these important phenomena. Also, the possibility should be considered that antibodies might prefer-
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entially react with both of the two adjacent dsDNA strands wound about the same core, either as two separate but contiguous binding sites that might permit a form of monogamous bivalent binding (27) or, more speculatively, that the separate chains might form a single, new epitope if they were spaced closely enough.

Extracellular ON-like complexes generated in vivo do not appear to have been studied previously. Therefore, assuming it is correct that SLE plasma DNA has such a structure, it might differ in unexpected ways from ON prepared in vitro, chiefly from avian erythrocytes, which provide much of our current knowledge about these complexes (13). Such differences could be immunologically important and, in addition, might provide insight into mechanisms of their release into the circulation which is not now understood.

In this last regard, a particularly significant question is whether the ON-like structure of SLE plasma DNA is generated within an intact nucleus, a phenomenon that is a hallmark of apoptotic (in contrast to necrotic) cell death, a well-defined process that characterizes a variety of important physiologic events, including some with immunologic relevance (28).

It is uncertain whether ON generated during apoptosis can escape phagocytosis, with which it is closely associated, and thus gain access to the extracellular fluid, at least on a large enough scale for detection in plasma. The present data would be consistent with that possibility, however, at least in SLE. Clearly, however, much more information is needed to clarify these questions.
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